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IceCube and future detectors



The IceCube Canada research program

IceCube Lab

DeepCore

Amundsen-Scott 
South Pole Station

Skiway

Core analysis efforts: 
- measurements of “low-energy” neutrinos including precision extraction of the atmospheric 

neutrino flux, atmospheric neutrino oscillations, indirect dark matter searches 
- studies of the “high-energy” diffuse neutrino flux

IceCube

Digital Optical Module



IceCube
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125m

IceCube (top centre view)• 78 Strings 

• 125m string spacing 

• 17m DOM spacing 

• Add 8 strings 

• 75m string spacing 

• 7m DOM spacing 

• Add 40 strings (baseline target) 

• ~20m string spacing 

• 3-5m DOM spacing 

• ~15x higher photocathode density
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IceCube diffuse working group convened @ U. Alberta; Simulations and analyses completed on Compute Canada
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IceCube

10 TeV 1 EeV1 TeV100 GeV10 GeV1 GeV100 MeV

IceCube

10 MeV

IceCube Preliminary

Starting Event Spectrum Astrophysical Muon Neutrinos 
(northern sky)

Astrophysical Journal 833 (2016)

IceCube diffuse working group convened @ U. Alberta; Simulations and analyses completed on Compute Canada

MSc Student 
S. Sarkar
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FIG. 3. The exclusion regions for astrophysical flavor ratios
(fe : fµ : f⌧ )� at Earth. The labels for each flavor refer
to the correspondingly tilted lines of the triangle. Averaged
neutrino oscillations map the flavor ratio at sources to points
within the extremely narrow blue triangle. The ⇡ (1 : 1 : 1)�
composition at Earth, resulting from a (1 : 2 : 0)S source
composition, is marked with a blue circle. The compositions
at Earth resulting from source compositions of (0 : 1 : 0)S and
(1 : 0 : 0)S are marked with a red triangle and green square,
respectively. Though the best-fit composition at Earth (black
cross) is (0 : 0.2 : 0.8)�, the limits are consistent with all
compositions possible under averaged oscillations.

are consistent with a recent, dedicated IceCube measure-
ment of the astrophysical spectral index and charm flux
with improved veto techniques [62]. Nuisance parameters
describing ⇡/K neutrinos and muons are also consistent
with expectations from the HKKMS flux and the control
sample measurement.

This analysis is sensitive to the astrophysical flux in the
neutrino energy range 35TeV – 1.9PeV. The lower and
upper bounds of this range, E

low

and E
up

, were calcu-
lated separately by fixing the astrophysical spectral index
and normalization at their best-fit values, excluding the
flux with E < E

low

or E > E
up

, respectively, refitting the
data with nuisance parameters left free, and finding the
values for E

low

or E
up

that decreased the log likelihood
by 1/2 each.

With a power-law astrophysical flux describing the
data, we then further allow the flavor composition at
Earth to float and calculate exclusion regions according
to the Feldman and Cousins approach [67], as shown in
Fig. 3. Though the best-fit composition is (0 : 0.2 : 0.8)�
at Earth, the limits are compatible with all standard fla-
vor compositions possible under averaged neutrino oscil-
lations at < 68% confidence level.

With showers and tracks serving as the only two identi-
fiers for three flavors in this analysis, there is an inherent

degeneracy in the determination of astrophysical flavor
ratios. This is reflected in the strong anti-correlation
between ⌫e and ⌫⌧ components, which both produce
mostly showers. The degeneracy is broken mainly by two
e↵ects—the shift in the ⌫⌧ deposited energy distribution
caused by invisible energy lost to neutrinos in tau decay
and the lack of observed ⌫̄e Glashow resonance events.
The preference for a ⌫⌧ -like signature is not statistically
significant, and future work to identify ⌫⌧ signatures at
PeV energies may resolve this degeneracy.
Since compositions produced by averaged neutrino os-

cillations (narrow blue triangle in Fig. 3) are nearly or-
thogonal to the flavor degeneracy in IceCube, constraints
on source flavor composition are possible but not yet sig-
nificant. After restricting to flavor ratios allowed by aver-
aged neutrino oscillations, no source composition can be
excluded at > 68% confidence level, and this remains true
even with the additional constraint f⌧,S = 0 expected at
astrophysical sources.
Having found agreement with the predictions of aver-

aged neutrino oscillations, constraints are placed on non-
standard flavor compositions producing a large ⌫e or ⌫µ
fraction at Earth. A maximally track-like, pure ⌫µ sig-
nature of (0 : 1 : 0)� is excluded at 3.3� and a purely
shower-like ⌫e signature of (1 : 0 : 0)� at 2.3�.
These results contrast with an earlier analysis of Ice-

Cube’s 3-year data, which found a preference for (1 : 0 :
0)� over (1 : 1 : 1)� at 92% confidence level [68]. We at-
tribute this discrepancy mainly to two unaccounted for
e↵ects — partial classification of ⌫µ CC events as show-
ers and systematic uncertainty on muon background. Re-
peating their analysis but accounting for the ⇠ 30% of ⌫µ
CC events classified as showers and using a profile like-
lihood incorporating the 50% uncertainty in muon back-
ground, a (1 : 0 : 0)� best-fit is still obtained but neither
(1 : 1 : 1)� or our best-fit of (0 : 0.2 : 0.8)� are ex-
cluded at > 68% confidence level. Since only shower and
track counts were analyzed, the tighter constraints re-
ported here result from the use of energy and directional
information in addition to the lower energy data.
Future measurements of the flavor ratio at IceCube will

use improved veto techniques, include up-going tracks
starting outside the detector, and search for high-energy
signatures of ⌫⌧ . With these improvements, measuring
the flavor composition at astrophysical sources and pre-
cision tests of neutrino oscillations over astronomical dis-
tances will be in reach.
We acknowledge the support from the following

agencies: U.S. National Science Foundation-O�ce of
Polar Programs, U.S. National Science Foundation-
Physics Division, University of Wisconsin Alumni Re-
search Foundation, the Grid Laboratory Of Wisconsin
(GLOW) grid infrastructure at the University of Wis-
consin - Madison, the Open Science Grid (OSG) grid
infrastructure; U.S. Department of Energy, and Na-
tional Energy Research Scientific Computing Center,

IceCube diffuse working group convened @ U. Alberta; Simulations and analyses completed on Compute Canada
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IceCube-DeepCore top view

DeepCore

• 78 Strings 

• 125m string spacing 

• 17m DOM spacing 

• Add 8 strings 
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• Add 40 strings (baseline target) 

• ~20m string spacing 

• 3-5m DOM spacing 

• ~15x higher photocathode density
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IceCube oscillations working group convened @ U. Alberta; Simulations and analyses completed on Compute Canada

Precision atmospheric neutrino measurements

PhD Student 
T. Wood; 
Banting 

Fellow J. P. 
Yanez
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IceCube oscillations working group convened @ U. Alberta; Simulations and analyses completed on Compute Canada

IceCube Preliminary

precision atmospheric neutrino oscillations

PhD Student 
S. Nowicki
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IceCube

10 MeV

IceCube-DeepCore

DeepCore

IceCube oscillations working group convened @ U. Alberta; Simulations and analyses completed on Compute Canada

PhD Student 
S. Sanchez

Indirect Dark Matter Searches

IceCube Preliminary
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High Energy Array (Kopper)

Surface Veto Array

In addition to the core IceCube analyses, Canada has established leadership in the next 
generation (Gen2) developments of the IceCube facility. 

PINGU (Grant, Clark, 
Krauss, Moore, Pinfold)

IceCube

DeepCore

Amundsen-Scott 
South Pole Station

Skiway

(atmospheric neutrinos, 
indirect WIMP searches, 
Supernovae, Earth 
tomography)

(astrophysical neutrinos)

New elements of IceCube-Gen2: 
- PINGU (low-energy) 
- HEA (high-energy) 
- Surface veto

Total IceCube-Gen2 value O(IceCube w/inflation )

IceCube Lab

IceCube-Gen2



IceCube-Gen2 developments
• Gen2 Phase 1 proposal submitted to CFI, NSF and BMBF Fall 2016. Results expected 

Spring/Summer 2017.

- 25 x 3” PMTs
- Uniform angular coverage
- Digital photon counting
- All data to surface; satellite transfer

• CAPSTONE CFI ($23.2M, under review) provides the collaboration’s first large-scale facilities to design, 
develop, produce and test multi-PMT modules for the initial strings of Phase 1 and for NuPRISM



IceCube-Gen2 developments
• Gen2 Phase 1 proposal submitted to CFI, NSF and BMBF Fall 2016. Results expected 

Spring/Summer 2017.

- 25 x 3” PMTs
- Uniform angular coverage
- Digital photon counting
- All data to surface; satellite transfer

precision tests of the astrophysical 
neutrino flavour ratio
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• CAPSTONE CFI ($23.2M, under review) provides the collaboration’s first large-scale facilities to design, 
develop, produce and test multi-PMT modules for the initial strings of Phase 1 and for NuPRISM



IceCube-Gen2 developments
• Gen2 Phase 1 proposal submitted to CFI, NSF and BMBF Fall 2016. Results expected 

Spring/Summer 2017.

- 25 x 3” PMTs
- Uniform angular coverage
- Digital photon counting
- All data to surface; satellite transfer

precision measurements of muon 
neutrino appearance

IceCube Preliminary

• CAPSTONE CFI ($23.2M, under review) provides the collaboration’s first large-scale facilities to design, 
develop, produce and test multi-PMT modules for the initial strings of Phase 1 and for NuPRISM



IceCube-Gen2 developments
• Gen2 Phase 1 proposal submitted to CFI, NSF and BMBF Fall 2016. Results expected 

Spring/Summer 2017.

- 25 x 3” PMTs
- Uniform angular coverage
- Digital photon counting
- All data to surface; satellite transfer

precision measurements of tau 
neutrino appearance

IceCube Preliminary

• CAPSTONE CFI ($23.2M, under review) provides the collaboration’s first large-scale facilities to design, 
develop, produce and test multi-PMT modules for the initial strings of Phase 1 and for NuPRISM



• The program continues growing 


• Currently 6 faculty (Alberta, SNOLAB) @ 3.7 FTE, 2 PDFs, 1 Banting Fellow, 3 PhD 
students, 2 MSc student, 5 summer students


• See talks by Sarah Nowicki, Chris Weaver and Tania Wood this week 

• Some group highlights since 2015


• PhD Student Sarah Nowicki (2015/6) and PDF Chris Weaver (2016/7) selected as 
1 of 5 austral summer on-site leads (South Pole Station).


• Kopper awarded IUAPP Young Scientists Prize in Astroparticle Physics (August 
2015)


• Kopper awarded CFI JELF for the illume GPGPU cluster ($500,000 total value, 
March 2016) 


• Grant and Krauss awarded share of 2016 Breakthrough Prize in Fundamental 
Physics (November 2015)


• Grant awarded University of Alberta Faculty of Science Research Prize (April 
2016)


• Yanez awarded NSERC Banting Fellowship (February 2016) 


• Grant awarded NSERC E. W. R. Steacie Memorial Fellowship (February 2017)

IceCube-DeepCore-Gen2 and Canada



• collaboration leadership appointments (since 2015)


• co-lead future detectors (Grant) (2012 - present)


• co-convener Diffuse neutrino working group (Kopper) (May 2015 - present)


• co-convener Low-energy/oscillations working group (Clark) (March 2015 - May 
2016)


• PINGU analysis coordinator (Clark) (March 2015 - present)


• chair Publications Committee (Grant) (May 2015 - May 2017)


• IceCube-Gen2 in-ice detector design lead (Kopper) (June 2015 - present)


• co-convener Low-energy/oscillations working group (Yanez) (January 2017 - 
present)


• Collaboration Spokesperson (Grant) (May 2017-present, 2-year renewable 
term)

IceCube-DeepCore-Gen2 and Canada



Summary

• Continued growth of the IceCube Canada program; 
new initiatives are gaining traction 

• Canadian researchers are having impact at the 
highest levels in the international collaboration 

• We remain at the centre of some of the most exciting 
IceCube discovery analyses. Longterm leadership in 
the future PINGU and Gen2 projects is firmly 
established including Phase 1 (NSF reviewer results 
were excellent; CFI and BMBF proposal results 
pending) 

• Interested in the program? Please contact us! 

*background photo: UofA PhD Student Tania Wood - IceCube on-ice calibration lead January 2014


